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ABSTRACT
The main ideas of the Assembly Technology (AT) in its application to parallel implementation of large scale realistic numerical models on a rectangular mesh are considered and demonstrated by the parallelization (fragmentation) of the Particle-In-Cell method (PIC) application to solution of the problem of energy exchange in plasma cloud. The implementation of the numerical models with the assembly technology is based on the construction of a fragmented parallel program. Assembling of a numerical simulation program under AT provides automatically different useful dynamic properties of the target program including dynamic load balance on the basis of the fragments migration from overloaded into underloaded processor elements of a multicomputer. Parallel program assembling approach also can be considered as combination and adaptation for parallel programming of the well known modular programming and domain decomposition techniques and supported by the system software for fragmented programs assembling.

INTRODUCTION
Parallel implementation of realistic numerical models, using direct numerical modeling of a physical phenomenon on the basis of description of the phenomenon behaviour in the local area, usually requires high performance computations. However the algorithms of these models based on the regular data structures (like rectangular mesh) are also remarkable for irregularity and even dynamically changing irregularity of the data structure (adoptive mesh, variable time step, particles, etc.). For example, in the PIC method the test particles are in the bottom of such an ir-
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regularity. Hence, these models are very difficult for effective parallelization and high performance implementation with conventional programming languages and systems.

The Assembly Technology (AT) (Kraeva & Malyshkin, 1997), (Kraeva & Malyshkin, 1999), (Valkovskii, Malyskin, 1988) has been especially created in order to support the development of fragmented parallel programs for multicomputers. Fragmentation and dynamic load balancing are the key features of programming and program execution under AT. The application of the AT to implementation of the large scale numerical models is demonstrated on the example of parallel implementation of the PIC method (Berezin & Vshivkov, 1980), (Hockney & Eastwood, 1981), (Kraeva & Malyshkin, 2001) application to solution of the problem of energy exchange into plasma cloud.

Actually AT integrates such well known programming techniques as modular programming and domain decomposition in order to provide suitable technology for the development of parallel programs implementing large scale numerical models. AT supports exactly the process of the whole program assembling out of atomic fragments of computation.

The process of new knowledge extraction consisted of two major components. First, new fact is found in real physical (chemical, …) experiments. After that a theory is constructed that should explain new fact and predict unknown facts. The theory serves to the science until some new not explainable fact is found. This is long time and resources consumable process. Real experiments are often very expensive, original equipment for such experiments are prepared long time, and go on. Now the third component is added to scientific process. Numerical simulation of the natural phenomena on supercomputers is now used in order to test the developed theory in numerical experiments, not in real physical experiments. Also such numerical experiments often help to form the new real experiment if necessary. Sometimes the parameters of a physical system can not be measured, for example, the processes in plasma or inside the sun. In these cases only numerical simulation can find some arguments in order to support or to reject the theory.

In comparison to real experiments, numerical experiments consume far less resources and can be organized very quickly. Therefore, the investigations of the phenomenon can be done more quickly and the phenomenon can be studied more carefully in numerous experiments. It is no wonder that the modern supercomputers are mostly loaded by the large scale numerical simulation (Kedrinskii, Vshivkov, Dudnikov, Shokin & Lazareva, 2004), (Kuksheva, Malyshkin, Nikitin, Snytnikov, Snytnikov, & Vshivkov, 2005).

Unfortunately, the development of parallel programs is very difficult problem. Earlier, sequential programming languages and systems provided for numerical mathematicians the possibility to program their numerical models more or less well without any assistance from the professional programmers. It was their “private technology” (Malyshkin, 2006) of programming. Now another situation is. Development of parallel programs is far more difficult and labor consumed work. Additionally, parallel programs are very sensible to any errors, to any not optimal design decisions and/or inefficiency in programming. As result numerical mathematicians are now unable to develop parallel programs implementing their numerical models without assistance from the professional programmers.

The technology of parallel programs of numerical modeling assembling out of ready made atomic fragments is suggested as “private technology” of programming for numerical mathematicians that are often working with restricted number of numerical method and algorithms. The AT is demonstrated on PIC implementation (algorithms parallelization/fragmentation and program construction).

Methods of the whole program assembling out of atomic fragments of computation are in
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